THE SPA AT HARBOR CLUB
The Spa is committed to creating an exceptional experience for each guest. From champagne and
truffles to customized treatments, our goal is to surpass all expectations and to help you escape
to a sanctuary of indulgence and relaxation. Our spa therapist is dedicated to making your visit
spectacular.

CUSTOMIZATION
The Spa recognizes each guest, each face, each body is unique. We customize every treatment to
meet your individual needs and deliver the benefits you seek. No luxury is spared in our quest to
create unparalleled results and experiences.

SIGNATURE SELECTIONS
Our signature treatments bring the luxury of Saint Harbor to your spa experience. We introduce
THALGO ‘Born From The Sea’ products the undisputed experts in marine intelligence, THALGO
explores the oceans to extract active molecules with unrivalled powers to regenerate, moisturize,
stimulate and nourish. Embrace the fresh ocean breeze and glamorous fashion with a true escape
of indulgence and relaxation – the ultimate time for yourself to improve your senses of well-being
and feel completely rejuvenated.

CUSTOMIZED SELECTIONS

wrinkles to smooth and prevent their appearance. Followed by our Revolutionary “Second
Skin” Serum added to the skin and “Ice Cube” effect Collagen Eye Roll-on.

CUSTOMIZED MEN’S FACIAL

*Treatment includes an uplifting Facial Massage

This treatment addresses the specific skincare needs of men exposed to stress and travel.
Includes a thorough cleansing, exfoliation, extractions, face massage, mask, with
moisturizing and UV protection.

THALGO COLD CREAM MARINE FACIAL RITUAL

30 MIN 65 USD / 175 ECD WITHOUT EXTRACTIONS 60 MIN 110 USD / 513 ECD WITH EXTRACTIONS 90
MIN 150 USD / 405 ECD WITH EXTRACTIONS

CAPTAIN’S DELUXE PACKAGE
The following services are recommended for male guests seeking a complete spa
experience.
CUSTOMIZED MEN’S FACIAL CUSTOMIZED MASSAGE MANICURE PEDICURE
2 HRS 180 USD / 486 ECD

FACIALS
After a one-on-one consultation and skin analysis, your esthetician will design a THALGO
facial to address your individual needs, from reducing fine lines, or recuperating from a
long flight, to addressing acne-prone skin. With a focus on anti-aging, the Customized Facial
includes a thorough cleansing, exfoliation, extractions, face massage, mask, and
moisturizing. Each facial is made complete with a foot and scalp massages, and eye and lip
treatments.
30 MIN 75 USD / 202.5 ECD 60 MIN 135 USD / 364.5 ECD 90 MIN 175 USD / 472.5 ECD

SAINT HARBOR SIGNATURE FACIAL
This professional facial featuring Native Marine Collagen, Plant Glycopeptides and Palmaria
plamata algae was developed to offer softness, luminosity, and an even tone to the face
from the very first session. Fine lines appear visibly diminished and the skin is smoothed
and plumed. Collagen cream goes to work at the very source of expression lines and

75 MIN 110 USD / 297 ECD

A true, peaceful haven for dry and sensitive skin, this treatment delivers the essence of the
Cold Cream Marine recipe, a THALGO exclusive, to lastingly nourish delicate and fragile
skin, while increasing its tolerance threshold.
50 MIN 95 USD / 256 ECD

THALGO ILLUMINATING RADIANCE FACIAL
The facial begins with a relaxing welcome massage, cleanse, and exfoliation, then an Ultra
Radiance mask is applied. An application of Absolute Radiance Concentrate to the face and
neck awakens the skin and the treatment is finished with a skin-type appropriate cream,
leaving the complexion fresh and glowing.
50 MIN 125 USD / 337.5 ECD

THALGO PURITY MARINE RITUALS
This personalized THALGO facial ritual carries two mask applications. Absolute Purity Mask
purifies the skin preparing it for the Marine Infusion Mask. A serum packed with active
marine ingredient is applied with the heart of the ocean massage followed by an
application of moisturizer to leave the complexion restored to its natural beauty.
50 MIN 95 USD / 256 ECD

THALGO SOURCE MARINE RITUAL
This treatment is designed for normal to dehydrated skin. Helps to lastingly correct
moisture levels in dehydrated skin, working to revitalize deep down and restore its velvety
feel and normal radiance.
50 MIN 95 USD / 256 ECD

THALGO EYE EXPERT
This ultra-relaxing treatment begins with a cleansing and gentle massage of the eye area
using a specific eye concentrate. THALGO Eye Massage machine is then used in conjunction
with the appropriate eye products and either a warm or cold gel mask underneath to
massage the eye contour area, reducing puffiness and dark circles, and gently smoothing
out any lines or wrinkles. To finish, THALGO Sillicium Eye Cream is applied.
30 MIN 50 USD / 135 ECD

MASSAGES
CUSTOMIZED MASSAGE
Whether you seek relief for overexerted muscles, or simply want to let your mind and body
escape reality, your therapist will customize your massage using specialized products
including blends to achieve ultimate relaxation and rejuvenation.
*Consultation to personalized massage
30 MIN 45 USD / 121 ECD 50 MIN 70 USD / 189 ECD 90 MIN 110 USD / 297 ECD

HOT STONE TREATMENT
Combined with intensive deep tissue massage, hot stones are used to revive fatigued
muscles and rebalance the body.

BOARDWALK MASSAGE 50 Min 80 USD / ECD 216
CHAIR MASSAGE 35 USD / 94.5 ECD

IN-ROOM MASSAGE
Schedule a Swedish or Deep Tissue Massage in your hotel room for the ultimate private
relaxation experience. ADDITIONAL 35 USD / 95 ECD PER PERSON

WRAPS
COCONUT MILK AND HONEY BODY WRAP
Our signature treatment is based on a specialized blend of warm honey, sesame oil, and
milk applied to the body in a gentle 20-minute massage, followed by a 30-minute body
warp. This includes a head and feet massage.

30 MIN 65 USD / 175 ECD 60 MIN 110 USD /297 ECD 90 MIN 160 USD / 432 ECD

50 MIN 65 USD /175 ECD

ROSEMARY REFLEXOLOY

THALGO DETOX ALGAE WRAP

Begins with a stimulating warm rosemary and salt scrub that gently buffs and hydrates the
feet, followed by warm stones placed between the toes for added comfort. Afterwards, a
30-minute session of reflexology.
60 MIN 110 USD / 297 ECD

SWE-THAI MASSAGE
The Swe-Thai Massage combines advanced and specific soft tissue therapies with Thai style
mechanics and stretching. Swe-Thai is a fusion or hybrid of the best Eastern and Western
techniques.
60 MIN 125 USD / 337 ECD 90 MIN 165 USD /455 ECD

SPA WITHOUT WALLS SPECIALIZED TREATMENTS

A rapid detox treatment, this body wrap features detoxifying seaweed combined with
refreshing and stimulating essential oils peppermint and lavender to eliminate excess fluid
and relieve tired and heavy legs. After the wrap is removed, a relaxing massage is carried
out using oil specially blended for detox. This treatment can be performed without a
shower.
45 MIN 65 USD / 175 ECD

SUN HEALING ALOE WRAP
Calms, cools, and hydrates irritated and sun exposed skin using St. Lucian blend of aloe.
The cooling aloe is applied to the body then wrapped in plastic for 35 minutes while a head
and feet massage is applied.
45 MIN 65 USD / 175 ECD

BODY SCRUBS

WEDDING PARTY RETREATS

ST. LUCIAN ALL SPICE BODY SCRUB

Customize your own wedding retreat with your most important wedding party guest in
mind. Please inquire about customizable options for your special day. A hair stylist and
make-up artist can be provided on call.

This body exfoliation begins with a blend of sugar and Allspice to remove unwanted dead
skin. Essential oils are then gently massaged into your skin leaving the body soft supple
smooth. 50 MIN 65 USD / 175 ECD

WEDDING DAY MAKE-UP

SEA GLOW SCRUB

HANDS & FEET CLASSIC SAINT HARBOR

This treatment is a perfect introduction to body care. A gentle and efficient cream-textured
body scrub will eliminate dead skin cells; suitable for even the most sensitive skin. After
the exfoliation is removed, a hydrating application is carried out using a conditioning body
cream. This treatment can be performed without a shower.

PEDICURE 40 MIN

50 MIN 75 USD / 202 ECD

NOURISHING COCONUT SCRUB
A nourishing treat for the body. Enveloped in coconut and oatmeal to gently scrub away
dry skin and finished with nourishing body cream.

65 USD / 175.5 ECD WEDDING

DAY HAIR 70 USD / 189 ECD

45 USD / 121 ECD CLASSIC SAINT

HARBOR MANICURE
35 MIN 40 USD / 108 ECD
MILK & HONEY SPA PEDICURE AND MANICURE 80 MIN
USD / 270 ECD

100

THALGO COLD CREAM MARINE DEEPLY NURISHING HAND AND
FOOT MASSAGE

50 MIN 65 USD /175 ECD

Hands and feet are exfoliated using Melt-In Scrub with Marine Crystals. Our cold cream
replenishes and repairs dry and sensitive skin for 24 hours.

HIGH PERFORMANCE FIRMING TREATMENT

30 MIN 45 USD / 121 ECD

BODY AND FACE ENCHANCEMENTS

The High-Performance Firming Treatment shapes, re-sculpts, and tones targeted areas. The
Firming Cream stops adipocyte expansion {fatty tissue or lumps under the skin in the front
and back of the thighs and abdomen} and the development of fat that accentuates sagging.

SCALP MASSAGE THALGO COLD CREAM MARINE NOURISHING HAND AND FOOT TREATMENT YOUTHFUL
NECK & DÉCOLLETÉ TREATMENT TENSION FOOT RELIEF THERAPY

60 MIN 115 USD / 310 ECD 90 MIN 130 USD /351 ECD

*Integrated into your treatment time 20 USD / 54 ECD

THE SPA PACKAGES
All packages include Swedish Massage only. Upgrade to a Deep/Stone Massage for an
additional cost.
SWEDISH /DEEP MASSAGE 65 USD / 175 ECD A THALGO MARINE FACIAL OF CHOICE 85 USD / 229
ECD BODY WRAP / SCRUB OF CHOICE 65 USD / 175 ECD MANI /PEDI 85 USD / 229 ECD
*Mix & Match to your choice with 10% off regular price

SPA ETIQUETTE & INFORMATION
SPA ARRIVAL
We recommend that you arrive at least 15 minutes prior to the start of your scheduled
appointment. We also recommend showering prior to your service in order to receive
maximum treatment benefits. It is required to fill out a short intake form, so the spa
therapist is aware of your needs.
Please note that should you arrive late for your treatment; your therapist may have to
shorten the duration of your service to avoid inconveniencing other guests. Full rate would
still apply in this instance.

CANCELLATION POLICY
The Spa has a cancellation policy of 8 hours and 72 hours for group services of 5 guests or
more. Please call the spa and speak to a service representative to cancel or reschedule
within that time frame to avoid begin charged in full, which includes 20% gratuity.

SPA GIFT CERTIFICATES
Spa gift certificates make the perfect gift for loved ones, friends, co-workers, employees,
clients, and anyone else with whom you would like to share The Spa at Harbor Club
experience.

